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Suppose ach of m individuals rank orders n items, denoted by 1, 2, .... n. A summary of these 
rankings is provided by the function w that has wii = 0 for all i, and wij + wji = m for all distinct 
i and j,  where w(/is the number of individuals who rank i ahead of j .  
This paper examines the inverse problem of decomposing an aggregate function w into m rank- 
ings. Given a w that satisfies the preceding conditions, the problem is to determine whether there 
are m rankings of { 1, 2 . . . . .  n} that have w as their summary and, if so, to specify such rankings. 
It isshown that the problem has a 'simple' solution only if either m_<2 or n___ 5. When n___ 5, w 
can be decomposed into a sum of m rankings if and only if wij + Wjk + Wki <-- 2m for all i, j, k in 
{1 .. . . .  n}. Difficulties that arise for n_6  and m_>3 are noted. 
1. Introduction 
An (n ,m) - tournament  is a pair (V,w) with V={1,2 , . . . ,n}  and w: VxV-- - ,  
{0, 1, ..., m} such that, for all distinct i, j ~ V, wii = 0 and 
wu+ wji= m. 
Following usual conventions, we refer to an (n, 1)-tournament asa tournament  and 
to a transitive tournament (wij= wjk= 1 = wik= 1, for all i, j ,  k e V) as a chain 
(linearly ordered set). The aim of this paper is to discuss the problem of determining 
when an (n, m)-tournament (V, w) with n >__ 3 and m >_ 2 can be decomposed into a sum 
of m chains on V. Thus, we are concerned with the question: What must be true for 
an (n,m)-tournament (V,w) so that there exist chains (V~w1),(V~w2),...,(V~w m) 
for which w = w I + w 2 +. . .  + w m ? 
Alternatively, we can view an (n, m)-tournament (V, w) as a loopless weighted 
digraph on n points in which the weights of edges (i, j )  and (j, i) are nonnegative 
integers that sum to m whenever i #:j. We are interested in conditions under which 
(V, w) could have arisen from the linear aggregation of m chains on V. 
Our problem, which is a distant cousin of Dilworth's (1950) problem of covering 
the vertices of a partially ordered set by the fewest number of induced chains on 
* I am indebted to Fred McMorris for bringing to my attention the problem addressed in this paper, 
and for helpful discussions on its resolution. 
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subsets (see also Bogart, 1970), arose in the context of voting theory (Harary & 
McMorris, 1982). Given n alternatives and m voters, none of whom is indifferent 
between any two distinct alternatives, let wq be the number of voters who prefer 
alternative i to alternative j .  Then (V, w), the aggregate preference data, is an (n, m)- 
tournament. Given (V, w), we wish to know whether it could have arisen from com- 
plete preference rankings for the m voters, i.e., if it is possible to assign a transitive 
tournament to each voter such that (V, w) is the sum of these transitive tournaments. 
Since the solution of our problem is trivial if either m = 1 or n = 2, we assume 
henceforth that m _> 2 and n_  3. It will be shown that if either m = 2 or n < 5, then 
straightforward necessary conditions on (V, w) for its characterization as the sum of 
m chains are also sufficient. However, if m _ 3 and n_  6, then our necessary condi- 
tions for chain decomposability are no longer sufficient, and the general problem 
is hard. 
For convenience, we refer to an (n, m)-tournament (V, w) as decomposable if there 
m 14/c. are chains (V, w c) such that w= ~¢=1 We focus on two necessary conditions 
for decomposability. The first is 
C1. For all i , j ,k~ V, wij+ Wjk+ Wki<_2m. 
Since wii = 0 for all i, and 0_  wu< m for all distinct i and j ,  C1 is trivially necessary 
if any two of i, j ,  and k are identical. Suppose then that I{i,j,k}[--3 and that 
w= E w C for chains (V, wl), ..., (V, wm). Without loss of generality, assume that 
wgi<_min{w U, wj~}, and let s= w#+ wig. If s<m,  then the inequality in C1 is clear- 
ly true. On the other hand, if s> m, then at least s -m of the w c must have w~ = 
w~ = 1, hence w/~ = 1 by transitivity. Equivalently, at most m - ( s -  m) = 2m - s of 
the w c have w[ i= l ,  and therefore wki<2m-s .  Consequently, wU+wjk+wki< 
s + (2m - s) = 2m. 
It is proved in Section 3 that, when n_5 ,  (V, w) is decomposable if and only if 
it satisfies C1. Examples in Section 4 show that this is no longer true when n>_ 6. 
Our second necessary condition for decomposability is based on the unanimity 
relation >0 on V defined by 
i>oj  if wij=m. 
This definition presumes that (V, w) is an (n, m)-tournament for some n. Condition 
C1 implies that >0 is a partial order (asymmetric type) on V: if wij=wjk = m, then 
i #=j #: k ~ i and, by C 1, Wki = 0,  hence Wik: m. Let D denote the dimension of a par- 
tial order (Dushnik & Miller, 1941; Kelly & Trotter, 1982), i.e., the cardinality of 
the minimum number of chains whose intersection equals the partial order. Then, 
within the setting of C I, our second condition is 
C2. D(>0)_< m. 
The necessity of C2 for decomposability follows from the fact that if w is chain- 
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c 1 for all c whenever decomposable as w = w I q - - - .  a t- w m, then we must have wij= 
i>0 J- If it is true that D(>0)> m, then the definition of D implies that there are 
distinct a, b e V such that wCb = 1 for all c, but not (a >0 b). But this contradicts the 
assumption that (V, w) is decomposable into m chains on V. 
The next section proves that C1 and C2 are sufficient for decomposability when 
m = 2. An example in Section 4 shows that C 1 and C2 are not sufficient when m_  3. 
We conclude the paper by discussing the problems that arise for m_> 3 and by 
noting several other decomposition problems that are related to the one analyzed 
here. 
2. Decomposing (n, 2)-tournaments 
Theorem 1. An (n, 2)-tournament is decomposable i f  and only i f  it satisfies C1 and 
C2. 
Proof. The necessity of C1 and C2 is noted above. Assume henceforth that (V, w) 
is an (n,2)-tournament that satisfies C1 and C2. Let (V, w 1) and (V, w 2) be two 
chains that realize >0 and have D(>0)_  2. That is, for all distinct i and j in V, i >0J 
1 2 if and only if wij=wij= 1. Since m=2,  this implies that if i:/:j and neither i>oj 
1 w~ equals 1 and the other equals 0. Hence nor J>0 i, then exactly one of wij and u 
2 for all i, j e V, so (V, w) is decomposable. Wij ~- wilj q- Wij 
3. Decomposing (n, m)-tournaments for n_< 5 
Theorem 2. I f  n < 5, then an (n, m)-tournament is decomposable i f  and only i f  it 
satisfies C1. 
Hiraguchi's theorem for partially ordered sets (Hiraguchi, 1955; Trotter, 1975) 
says that the dimension of a partially ordered set on four or more points is no 
greater than half the cardinality of the point set. It follows from this that the dimen- 
sion of the unanimity partial order >0 on V, given C1, is at most two when n___5. 
That is, the combination of n_<5 and C1 in Theorem 2 entails D(>0)<2.  Since 
m_> 2 is assumed, C2 is redundant and is therefore omitted from the statement of 
the theorem. No upper bound on m is implied by the theorem. 
Although the scope of Theorem 2 is limited, it has many potential applications 
since a significant proportion of binary-comparison contexts in which it is relevant 
(voting, comparative judgment) involve no more than five objects (candidates, con- 
testants, alternatives) for comparison. When n exceeds five, it can also be used to 
check decomposability within subsets of five or fewer objects. 
The rest of this section outlines the proof of Theorem 2. The necessity of C1 was 
noted previously. 
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Several terms will be needed for the sufficiency proof  of Theorem 2. Let (V, w) 
be an (n, m)-tournament that satisfies C1. A critical triple in (V, w) is a 'cyclic order' 
ijki of three distinct points in V such that 
wij + wjk + Wki = 2m. 
We shall refer to any one of ijk, jki, and kij as the critical triple in this case. The 
other three lists on {i, j ,k},  namely ikj, kji, and j ik  (coming from the other cyclic 
order ikji), have Wik+ Wkj+ wj~=m when the preceding equation holds, so they are 
not critical triples. 
A critical triple ijk is said to be free of unanimity, or just free, if the restriction 
of >0 on {i, j, k} is empty. In this case, each of wij, Wjk and Wki is strictly between 
0 and m. Critical triples that are not free can have either one or two w terms equal 
to m. The latter situation arises for ijk if and only if >0 is one of the three-point 
chains i>oJ>ok , j>ok>oi  , and k>oi>o j  on {i, j ,k}. 
We say that an (n, m)-tournament (V, w) that satisfies C1 is t-reducible if there are 
t chains on V, say (V, wl), ..., (V, wt), such that (V, w-  w 1 . . . . .  w t) is an (n, m - t)- 
tournament that satisfies C1. For example, (V, w) is 1-reducible if there is a chain 
(V, w 1) such that, with w' = w-  w 1, 0 < w~ < m - 1 for all distinct i and j ,  and 
/ ! ¢ 
wij+Wjk+Wki<-2(m--1) for all i,j, ke  V; and (V,w) is 2-reducible if there are 
chains (V, w 1) and (V, w 2) such that, with w'= w-w I w 2, 0< '<  - wi j -  m - 2 for all 
' ' ' < 2(m - 2) for all i, j, k e V. distinct i and j ,  and wij + wjk + Wki-- 
Our sufficiency proof  of Theorem 2 uses induction on m. The desired result 
follows from Theorem 1 if m < 3. Given m_> 3 and an (n, m)-tournament (V, w) 
that has n_5  and satisfies C1, we shall prove that (V, w) is either 1-reducible or 
2-reducible. Repeated reductions then imply that (V, w) is the sum of m chains on V. 
Assume henceforth in this section that ( V, w) is an (n, m)-tournament that satisfies 
C I and has n <_ 5 and m_ 3. We begin with a lemma. 
Lemma 1. I f  (V, w) has no free critical triple, then it is 2-reducible. 
Proof. Given the hypotheses of the lemma, we know that D(>0)_  2. Let (V, w 1) 
and (V,w 2) be chains that realize >0, and let o=w-wl -w 2. If wu=m , then 
o i j=m-2;  if w~j=O, then oij=0; and if l<wu<m-1,  then ou=wu-1 .  Hence 
0<_ oij<_m -2  for all i, j e  V, and of course oij+ oji=m -2  for all distinct i and j .  It 
follows that (V, w) is 2-reducible if, for all distinct i, j, k e V, 
oq+ Ojk + Oki<2m --4. 
Let ~ w = wij + Wyk + wki and let 
A = E w--(oij+O:k+Oki)= E w~+ E w 2. 
Possibilities for ~ w and A under C1 are as follows according to the number of >0 
pairs in {i, j ,k}: 
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3>0: 
2>o: 
1 >0: 
i>oJ>ok = ~ w=2m, A=4,  
i>ok>oj  = ~ w=m,A=2.  
i>0 j ,  i >0 k (or duals) = ~ w<2m- l ,A=3.  
0>o: 
i>oj = ~ w<_2m, A=4,  
j>o i=  ~2 w<2m-2,  A=2.  
~, w<2m, A =3. 
Since oij + ojk + oki = ~ w-A ,  it follows that the upper bound of 2m -4  on the sum 
of the o's is violated if and only if there is a free critical triple in (V, w), i.e., 
w=2m with {i,j,k} free of  >0- Hence (V,w) is 2-reducible if it has no free 
critical triple. [] 
Our proof of Theorem 2 for n = 5 subsumes the cases of n < 5. However, since 
proofs for n = 3 and n = 4 are considerably simpler than that for n = 5, we sketch 
those first. 
Supposen = 3. If (V, w) has no free critical triple, then it is 2-reducible by Lemma 
1. If it has a free critical triple, say 123, then it is 1-reducible when w ~ is any one 
of the linear orders 123, 231, and 312. This completes the proof for n =3.  
Here, and later, we refer to a chain on V either by its Boolean function w ~ or by 
a display of its linear order, e.g. 4231, with i preceding j if wij = 1. We say that w 1 
1 agrees with >0 if wij 1 whenever i>oj. In addition, we say that w I agrees with a 
critical triple ijk if w~+ wlk + W~i= 2, i.e., if the linear arrangement of w I contains 
one of ijk, jki, and kij. The following lemma, whose straightforward proof is 
omitted, will be used extensively. 
Lemma 2. (V, w) is 1-reducible i f  and only if there is a chain w 1 on V that agrees 
with >0 and agrees with every critical triple in (V, w). 
We shall also use the next lemma in the proofs for n = 4 and n = 5. 
Lemma 3. Suppose {1,2,3, 4} c_ V and 123 is a critical triple in (V, w). Then at most 
one of  421, 413, and 432 is a critical triple, and at most two of  412, 431, and 423 
are critical triples. 
Proof .  I f  both  421 and 413 are critical triples a long with 123, then 
w12 + w23 + w31 = 2m,  
w42 + w21 + w14 = 2m,  
w4~ + w13 + w34 = 2m.  
Since wij + wji = m, addit ion gives w42 + w23 + ws4 = 3m. But then w42 = w23 = w34 = m, 
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or 4>02>03>04,  which is absurd. The proofs for {421,432} and {413,432} are 
similar. Suppose finally that 412, 431, and 423 are critical triples. Then addition of 
their ~ wij = 2m equations yields 5m = 6m, or m = 0, a contradiction. [] 
To prove Theorem 2 for n = 4, assume that (V, w) has a free critical triple since 
otherwise Lemma 1 implies that it is 2-reducible. For definiteness, let 123 be a free 
critical triple. It then follows from Lemma 3 that the maximal sets of critical triples 
which involve 4 are 
TI = {421,431,423}, 
T2 = {413,412,423}, 
T3 = {432,412,431 }.
Since we cannot have both 4> 0 i and J>0 4, else J>0 i in violation of 123 as a free 
critical triple, assume with no loss in generality that >0 is a subset of {41, 42, 43}. 
Then w l= 4231 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2 when 7"1 contains all critical 
triples that involve 4, w I =4123 satisfies Lemma 2 when T2 applies, and w 1 =4312 
satisfies Lemma 2 when T3 applies. 
This completes the proofs for n < 5. Assume henceforth in this section that n = 5. 
For the same reason as in the preceding paragraph, assume also that 123 is a free 
critical triple in (V, w). We shall show that some linear order on { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} satisfies 
the conditions on w ~ in Lemma 2. 
To do this, we begin with an expansion of Lemma 3 that identifies all maximal 
subsets of critical triples that involve 4 and 5. The unanimity relation >0 will be 
factored in later. 
Let 7"1, T2, and T 3 be as defined earlier. By replacing 4 with 5 in Lemma 3, it 
follows that the maximal sets of critical triples in (V, w) that involve 5 but not 4 are 
$1 = {521,531,523}, 
$2= {513,512,523}, 
$3 = {532,512,531 } . 
The only other candidates for critical triples are those involving both 4 and 5, i.e., 
451,452, 453, 541, 542, and 543. 
Lemma 4. Given 123 as a critical triple, there are 12 maximal sets o f  critical triples 
that involve 4 and 5. (Each set is consistent with C1, and any set of critical triples 
consistent with C1 is a subset of one of the 12 maximal sets.) These 12 sets along 
with a linear order on V that agrees with the critical triples in each set are: 
T1US IU{451,452,453}, wl= 14523, 
T 1 t.JS 1LI {541,542, 543}, 15423, 
T2US2U{451,452,453}, 12345, 
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T2LJS2 U {541,542, 543 } , 12354, 
T3 US3 LJ {451,452,453 } , 12453, 
Tal3S3 LJ {541,542, 543 } , 12543, 
T1US2U {451,542, 543}, 14235, 
T1 US3 U {451,542,453}, 14253, 
T2USI U {541,452,453}, 15234, 
T2US3 U {541,542,453}, 12534, 
T3US1U {541,452, 543}, 15243, 
TaUS2U {451,452, 543}, 12435. 
Remark 1. The maximal sets divide into two main groups of six each. The first six 
sets have a = b for Ta t.J Sb, and their three triples involving both 4 and 5 have these 
two in a uniform pattern, e.g. 451,452, 453. The other six sets have a~b for TaUSb 
and mix the 45 and 54 patterns. Each maximal set contains nine triples, which is the 
most possible in view of the prior presence of 123 as a critical triple. 
Remark 2. There are precisely 12 linear orders on V= { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} that have 1 first 
and have 1, 2, and 3 in that order. They are the 12 orders (w 1) listed in Lemma 4. 
Each gives rise to four other orders that agree with its maximal set by cycling 
(moving the first element o the right end). For example, 45231, 52314, 23145, and 
31452 agree with 123 and each triple in T 1 LIS1U {451,452, 453}: cycling does not 
affect agreement with triples although it may have a profound effect on >0. When 
all cycled orders on Vare counted, we obtain 60 linear orders from Lemma 4, which 
is precisely the number (5!/2) that contain 123, 231, or 312. 
Proof. Assume that 123 is a critical triple. We suspend the assumption that 123 is 
free, but only for this proof. It is routine to check that the listed order on V agrees 
with its set of nine triples. When this order is taken as a unanimity ordering, 123 
and all triples in its set are critical. 
Because the nine triples in each set cover each of the three-element subsets of V 
(apart from {1,2,3}) exactly once, our task is to prove that every set of critical 
triples that satisfies C1 is included in one of the 12 maximal sets listed in the lemma. 
Let T be a set of critical triples in addition to 123 that satisfy C1 and the basic 
restrictions on w for a (5, m)-tournament. We already know that the triples in T that 
involve 4 but not 5 must be in one of the T a, and those that involve 5 but not 4 
must be in one of the Sb. Hence, if no triple in ~ involves both 4 and 5, then 
is included in one of the Ta t.J St,. Moreover, the maximal sets of triples that can be 
critical and which have 4 and 5 in each triple are clearly those listed in braces in Lem- 
ma 4. 
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To examine cases in which ~ has at least one triple of the form 45i or 54j, we 
first identify minimal sets of triples that cannot all be critical. There are three types 
of these sets in addition to the obvious {ijk, ikj}. We refer to these as types 1, 2, 
and 3. Each type 1 set has three triples, and each type 2 and type 3 set has four 
triples. The triples in each set are arranged so that when their w o + wjk + wki = 2m 
equations for criticality are added, no wij appears more than once and there are 
just enough complementary wij+ wji= m pairs to yield a contradiction to C1. We 
give an example of each type. 
Type 1: {451,542, 412}. The criticality equations are 
w45 + w51 + w14 = 2m, 
w54 + w42 + w25 = 2m, 
14'41 -I- W12 q- W24 ~--- 2m. 
There are three complementary pairs (w4s and w54, w~4 and wn~, w42 and WEn), SO 
addition gives 
ws1 + w12 + w25 = 3m, 
which contradicts C1. 
Type 2: { 123, 451,542, 413}. The equations are 
w12 + w23 + w3~ = 2m, 
w45 + ws~ + w~4 = 2m, 
ws4 + w42 + w25 = 2m, 
w4~ + Wl3 + w34 = 2m. 
Again there are three complementary pairs. They involve all four equations, so type 
1 does not apply. Addition gives 
(W12 -~- W25 q- W51 ) -I- (W23 -1- W34 -I- W42 ) = 5m,  
which contradicts C1. 
Type 3: {423, 532,431,513}. The equations are 
W42 -I- W23 -st- W34 = 2m, 
ws3 + w32 + w25 = 2m, 
w43 + w31 + w~4 = 2m, 
w5~ + w13 + w35 =2m. 
Here there are four complementary pairs, with each equation containing exactly two 
of the eight w 0 involved in these pairs in such a way that neither type 1 nor type 
2 applies. Addit ion gives 
W14-t- W42 -I- W25 -I- W51 =4m. 
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This implies w14 = W42 = W25 = W51 = m, or 1 >0 4 >0 2 >0 5 >0 1, which is absurd. 
Alternatively, we can add w2~ and Wl2 to the equation to obtain the form of con- 
clusion shown for type 2. 
Permutations on V generate the other violating sets from the preceding examples. 
The only ones of these that we are not interested in are those with the wrong order 
on {1,2,3}, i.e., 132 or 321 or 213, since 123 is assumed to be a critical triple. 
We examine five cases for T according to the number and composition of the 
tripels in T that use both 4 and 5. We refer to these as 45 triples. 
Case 1. T has exactly one 45 triple. Assume for definiteness that it is 451. We 
show that the rest of Z is included in one of the 451-compatible sets in Lemma 4, 
i.e., in a TaUSb other than T2t.JS 1, T2US3 and T3USI. Since the desired conclusion 
obtains if the part of ~ that uses 5 but not 4 is included in $2, suppose we force 
this part to be not included in $2 by assuming that it contains at least one of 521, 
532, and 531. 
If  ~¢ includes 521, so that its 5 \4  part is in SI, then the minimal Cl-violating 
sets 
{123,451,413,521} 
{ 123, 451,432, 521} 
{451,412,521} 
of type 3, 
of type 2, 
of type 1 
show that it contains none of 413,432, and 412. Since this implies that its 4 \5  part 
is in 7"1, we assume henceforth that (¢ does not contain 521. To avoid $2, it must 
therefore have either 532 or 531. 
Suppose 532 e ~. Then its 5 \ 4 part is in $3. In this case the desired conclusion 
obtains unless Cd's 4 \5  part is forced to be in T2, so assume that T2 is forced with 
either 413 or both 412 and 423 in T. If 413 e ~, we obtain a contradiction with the 
type 2 set { 123, 451,413, 532}, and if 412,423 e ~, another contradiction is provided 
by the type 2 set {451,412,423, 532}. Assume henceforth that ~ does not contain 
532. 
To avoid $2, our final option is to suppose that 531 e ~. In this case, since 
{451,413, 531} is a type 1 set and {451,412,423, 531} is a type 2 set, we cannot force 
the 4 \5  part of ~ to be in T2, i.e., it must be either TI or T3. This yields the 
desired conclusion if the 5 \4  part is in $3, so to avoid $3 assume that 523 as well as 
531 is in T. Finally, the only way at this point to avoid the desired conclusion is 
to force the 4 \5  part of ~ to be only in TI, i.e., to have one of 412, 413, and 432 
in T. But this is impossible since {451,412, 531,523 } is a type 2 set, {451,413, 531 } 
is a type 1 set, and {451,432,531,523} is a type 2 set. 
Case 2A. ~ has exactly two 45 triples with the same orientation, i.e., 45i and 45j, 
or 54i and 54j. Assume for definiteness that the two are 451 and 452. Then, for 
Lemma 4, we need to have the rest of ~ in T 3 LIS2 or in one of the Tat.)Sa. 
In Case 1 we showed that if 521 e ~, then the part of c¢ with 5 but not 4 is in 
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S~ and the part of 4 with 4 but not 5 is in T 1. By similar analyses (with 452 when 
421 and 532 are used), the desired result obtains if either 413e 4 (T2US2) or 
421 e 4 (T1US1) or 532e 4 (T3US3). We assume henceforth that none of 521, 
413, 421, and 532 is in 4. 
Suppose 432e 4, forcing T3. Then the desired result obtains unless $1 is 
forced by 531,523e 4. However, this is impossible since {451,432,531,523} is a 
type 2 set. Similarly if 513 e 4 (forcing $2), then the only way to avoid the conclu- 
sion of Lemma 4 is to force T~ by 431,423 ~ 4. This too is impossible since 
{452, 513, 431,423} is a type 2 set. We assume henceforth that 432 and 513 are not 
in 4. 
Thus, besides 451 and 452, 4 can contain only 412, 431,423, 512, 531, and 523. 
Suppose 412 e 4. Then we cannot force SI (by 531 and 523) since {451,412, 531,523} 
is a type 2 set. Hence either $2 or $3 applies. Note also that 412 forces T2 or T 3. Of 
the four TU S combinations here, only T2 U $3 is forbidden by the desired conclu- 
sion, so suppose it is forced by 423,512 and 531 in f( along with 412. This is im- 
possible since {451,412,423,531} is a type 2 set. Hence the desired conclusion 
obtains if 412e 4. The same thing follows from a similar analysis if 512e 4. 
Assume henceforth that neither 412 nor 512 is in 4. 
Then the part of 4 outside the 45 triples is a subset of {431,423, 531,523}, and 
this lies in Tl U SI. 
Case 2B. 4 has exactly two 45 triples with opposing orientations. Assume for 
definiteness that these are 451 and 542. In this case we are to show that the rest of 
4 is in 7"1 tA $2 or T l U $3. 
Since each of {451,542,412} and {451,542,521} is a type 1 set, and each of 
{123,451,542,413} and {123,451,542,432} is a type 2 set, 4 can contain none of 
412, 413,432, and 521. Therefore the 4 \5  part of 4 is in T~. To avoid the desired 
conclusion, we must force the 5 \4  part of 4 into $1 by placing either 521 (just 
ruled out) or both 531 and 523 in 4. But this is impossible since {451,542, 531,523} 
is a type 3 set. 
Case 3A. 4 has three 45 triples, all with the same orientation. Assume that these 
are 451, 452 and 453. As in the second paragraph of the proof of Case 2A, the 
desired result follows if any of 521,413, 421, 532, 432, and 513 is in 4. The last 
two of these use 453. Suppose none of them are in ~¢. 
Then the part of 4 outside the 45i triples can contain only 412, 431,423, 512, 
531, and 523. If 412e 4 (T2 or T3), then, as in the proof of Case 2A, $2 or $3 ap- 
plies. Since both {451,412, 423, 531 } and {453, 412, 431,523} are type 2 sets, we can 
force neither T2 U $3 nor T 3 U $2. Further applications of type 2 sets then show that 
the part of ~ outside the 45i triples must be in a Ta USa. 
Case 3B. 4 has three 45 triples, not all of the same orientation. Assume for 
definiteness that these are 451, 542, and 453. Since each of {451,542,412}, 
{451,542,521}, {453,542,432}, and {453,542,523} is a type 1 set, and each of 
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{ 123, 451,542, 413} and { 123, 453, 425, 513} is a type 2 set, ga contains none of 412, 
413,432, 521,513, and 523. Therefore the part of ~g outside the 45 triples must be 
in Tit0 $3, which is the desired conclusion for the lemma. [] 
We now complete the sufficiency proof of Theorem 2 for n = 5 by factoring in 
the unanimity relation >0. Our first step in this direction is 
Lemma 5. Given 123 as a free critical triple, if i>oj> o k for some i,j, ke  V, then 
(V, w) is 1-reducible. 
Proof. Given the hypotheses of the lemma, the three-element >0 chain must be 
4>0 5>0 i or 4>0 i>o 5 or i> o 4> 0 5, or one of these with 4 and 5 interchanged. 
Because of symmetries, it will suffice to consider only 4 >o 5 >0 1 and 4 >o 1 >o 5. 
Suppose first that 4>05>01.  Then w1=45123 satisfies the requirements of 
Lemma 2. To see this, note first that none of 2>04, 3>0 4, 2>05, and 3>05 is 
allowed because 123 is free. Hence w I agrees with >o- The only other way to vio- 
late the desired result is to have a critical triple that is not in agreement with w 1. 
This is impossible. In particular, if any one of 541,542, 543,421,431,521, and 531 
is assumed to be a critical triple, then we must conclude that 123 is not free. The 
only other nonagreement possibilities are 432 and 532. If 432 is a critical triple, then 
W12 d- W23 d- W31 : 2m and W43 n t- W32 -4- W24 = 2m yield 14,'24 -~- WI2 -4- W43 d- W31 = 3m. Since 
w41 =m and WI2 nt- 14'24 + W41 <_2m by C1, we conclude that w~2+ WE4_<m, hence that 
w43+Wal>_2m, or  3>o 1, which contradicts 123 as free. The proof for 532 is 
similar. 
Suppose next that 4 >o 1 >o 5. As in the preceding paragraph, it is easily checked 
that none of 421, 431, 432, 512, 513, and 532 can be a critical triple. Consider 
w I =41523 for Lemma 2. It agrees completely with >o and the critical triples un- 
less either 2> 0 5 or 542 is critical (in which case 4> 0 2> 0 5) or 3 >0 5 or 543 is 
critical (in which case 4 >0 3 >o 5). 
Suppose w 1 is unsatisfactory because 2> 0 5. Consider w E =41253. This is satis- 
factory unless 3 >o 5 since none of 524, 521 and 523 can be a critical triple when 
2>05. If 3>0 5 in addition to 2>05, we use w3=41235, which is easily seen to 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2 when 3 >0 5 and 2 >o 5. 
Suppose that, instead of 2 >o 5, w ~ is unsatisfactory because 3 >0 5. Consider 
w3= 41235 again. In view of 3 >o 5 and 123 as free, the only critical triples that 
would be a problem for w 3 are 521 and 452. If 521 is critical, then it, 123, and 
w35 + ws3 = m lead to (14'52 + W23 d- 14'35 ) -F (W53 + W31 + W15 ) -- 4m, which in view of C1 
requires 523 and 531 to be critical. But 531 cannot be critical, for otherwise we get 
5 >0 3 >0 1. Hence 521 cannot be a critical triple. If 452 is critical, then it along 
with 415 and w~2 + w21 = m imply that 521 and 412 are critical. But, as just proved, 
521 cannot be critical, so 452 cannot be critical. Hence, when 3 >o 5, w 3 satisfies 
Lemma 2. [] 
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We now complete the proof of Theorem 2 for n = 5, given that 123 is a free critical 
triple. Because of Lemma 5, we shall also assume that there are no i, j, k e V for 
which i>0J>o k. 
By Lemma 4, it will be assumed that the set of critical triples in addition to 123 
is a subset of one of the 12 sets displayed in that lemma. Because of symmetries in
those sets, we need only consider a representative of each of the two main types. 
For definiteness, let these be T 2 (.J S 2 (_J {451,452, 453 } and T 3 U $2 U {451,452, 543 }. 
Proof or T2 U $2 U {451,452, 453}. We assume that all critical triples apart from 
123 are in T2 = {413, 412,423}, $2 = {513, 512, 523}, and {451,452, 453}. By Lemma 
4 and Remark 2, each of the following five orders on V agrees with the critical 
triples: 
12345, 23451, 34512, 45123, 51234. 
If any of these agrees with >0, we are done. This must be true if 5>o4 (take 
51234), since otherwise we get either i>0 5 >0 4 or 5 >0 4>0 i, which contradict the 
assumption of no i>0J>o k. 
Suppose henceforth that not (5 >o 4). A check of the five preceding orders on V 
shows that none of these agrees with >o if and only if >o includes {42, 15} or 
{43, 15} or {43,25}. If >0 includes {42, 15}, i.e, 4>02 and 1>o5, then it can also 
have 4>0 3 or 3 >o 5, but not both, and it may have 4>0 5. Similar remarks apply 
to the other two minimal >0 sets that violate all five orders. We now display other 
orders on V that can accommodate hese >0 pairs. 
{42, 15} c_>0: 41523. Allows 4>o3 and 4>o5. 
34152. Allows 3>o 5 and 4>o5. 
{43, 15} c_ >o: 41523. Allows 4>0 2 and 4> 0 5. 
12435. Allows 2 >o 5 and 4 >0 5. 
{43,25}___>0: 24351. Allows 4>0 1 and 4>05. 
12435. Allows 1 >o 5 and 4> 0 5. 
only to check that these Each order agrees with its indicated >o set. It remains 
orders agree with all feasible critical triples. 
We illustrate this with {42,15} c_> o. Because 4>02, 412 and 452 cannot be 
critical triples. Because 1 >o 5, 512, 513 and 451 cannot be critical triples. Out of 
our original set, T2 U $2 U {451,452, 453}, this leaves only 413,423,523, and 453 as 
feasible critical triples. Each of these, along with 123, is in agreement with both 
41523 and 34152. [] 
Proof or T3 U S 2 U {451,452, 543}. We assume that all critical triples apart from 
123 are in T3 = {432, 412, 431 }, $2 = {513, 512, 523}, and {451,452, 543}. By Lemma 
4, each of the following five orders agrees with the critical triples: 
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12435, 24351, 43512, 35124, 51243. 
If 5 >0 4, then the fourth order agrees with >o unless 5 >o 3, and the fifth order 
agrees with >o unless 3 >o 4. Since we cannot have both 5 >o 3 and 3 >0 4 (else 
i>oJ>ok) ,  one of 35124 and 51243 suffices for Lemma 2 if 5>0 4. 
If 4>0 5, then one of the first three orders suffices unless {42, 15} c_> o. In this 
case it is easily checked that 42315 agrees with >o and all feasible critical triples. 
Finally, suppose neither 4>0 5 nor 5 >0 4. Then the minimal >0 sets that pre- 
vent each of the five listed orders from agreeing with >0 are {41,53}, {42, 15}, 
{42,53}, {34, 15} and {34,25}. Orders on V that agree with these >0, with other 
admissible >o pairs they allow, and remaining feasible critical triples from 
T3US2U{451,452,543 } are, respectively, 45312, 42315, 45312, 12345, and 
12345. [] 
4. Counterexamples for n_> 6 
The length of the preceding sufficiency proof of Theorem 2 for n = 5 is caused by 
the highly combinatorial nature of the decomposition problem and the fact that C 1 
is no longer sufficient for decomposability when n_  6. The simplest example of this 
is the (6, 2)-tournament whose unanimity order >o is shown by the Hasse diagram 
in Fig. 1, where >o = { 14, 15, 24, 26, 35, 36}. It is easily checked that C1 holds. There 
are several critical triples, including 1461 and 1431. For example, wl4 + w46 + w61 = 
2 + 1 + 1 = 2m. However, we know from Dushnik and Miller (1941) that D(>0)= 3 
since the diagram of Fig. 1 is isomorphic to the family of 1-sets and 2-sets of a three- 
element set ordered by proper inclusion. Hence C2 fails since D(>0)> m, and 
therefore, by Theorem 1, this (6, 2)-tournament is not decomposable. 
Additional examples of this sort for m > 2 arise when (V, >o) is taken to be iso- 
morphic to the family of 1-sets and m-sets of an (m + 1)-element set ordered by 
proper inclusion, with n =2(m + 1). Again, Dushnik and Miller (1941) tell us that 
D(>o) = m + 1. Moreover, if we take wij = m - 1 when i is an m-set and j is a 1-set 
disjoint from i, and take w 0 near to m/2 when both i and j are distinct m-sets or 
2 5 
4 5 6 
Fig. 1. >o for m = 2. 
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Fig. 2. The wij>_2 for m=3. 
both are distinct 1-sets, then C1 holds. 
Fig. 2 pictures the majority edges in the simplest (n, m)-tournament that satisfies 
C1 and C2 yet is not decomposable. It has (n, m)--(6, 3). The unanimity order >0 
(directed edges marked by 3's) is the same as in Fig. 1, so D(>0)--3--m and 
C2 holds. The directed edges marked by 2's are those for which wij = 2. For exam- 
ple, WI2 = 14'32-----"" = W64 = 2, with W21 = W23 . . . . .  W46 = 1. Inspection shows that 
wij + wjk + w,i < 6 for all i, j, k e { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, and therefore C 1 is satisfied. Critical 
triples include 152 and 265. 
However, the (6, 3)-tournament illustrated by Fig. 2 is not decomposable. To 
prove this, suppose to the contrary that it is decomposable. Then, up to permuta- 
tions within parentheses, the three linear orders (w 1, w 2, w 3) that must be used in 
the decomposition are 
(13)52(46), 
(12)43(56), 
(23)61(45). 
It is easily checked that the intersection of these three, i.e., of their realizations after 
specifications of the within-parentheses orders, is >0, and that >0 is not equal to 
the intersection of any other three linear orders on { 1, ..., 6}. In view of the fact that 
two of three of the preceding orders have 2 before 5, but w25 = 1 in Fig. 2, we ob- 
tain a contradiction to decomposability. 
Our final example is a (6, 40)-tournament that satisfies C1, has no critical triples, 
and has an empty >0 [so D(>0)= 2], yet is not decomposable. With reference to the 
diagram of Fig. 1, each of the six edges from an upper vertex to a lower vertex has 
Wij: m-  1 = 39, with complementary Wji: 1. All other Wij for i ~ j  equal m/2=20.  
Since the maximum possible wij + Wjk ÷ wgi is 79, C 1 holds and there are no critical 
triples. 
Suppose this (V, w) is decomposable. Since w61 = 20, we need 20 orders in the 
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decomposition with 6 preceding 1. Because of the near-unanimity of 2 and 3 over 
6, and 1 over 4 and 5, at least 16 of the 20 orders with 6 preceding 1 must be 
(23)61(45). Similarly, we require at least 16 orders of the form (12)43(56), and at 
least 16 of the form (13)52(46). But then there are at least 48 orders, which is absurd 
in view of m = 40. 
The power of Theorem 2 at n = 5 becomes more obvious in light of this flagrant 
violation of decomposability at n = 6. According to Theorem 2, any five-vertex 
restriction of (V, w) in the preceding example is decomposable. For example, the 
following 40 orders suffice on { 1, 2, 4, 5, 6}: 
1 order 41265 
1 order 56214 
19 orders 15246 
19 orders 26145. 
These give W14 = W15 ---- W24 = W26 = 39 along with w12 = WI6 = W25 - -  W45 ----- W46 ---- 
W56 = 20 .  
5. Discussion 
We have not specified an algorithm for decomposing a (5, m)-tournament that 
satisfies C1. However, Lemmas 1, 4, and 5, and the proofs at the end of Section 
3 suggest how an efficient algorithm could be constructed for this purpose. 
We do not presently know of a characterization of decomposable (n, m)-tourna- 
ments for n_  6 and m_> 3, and the problem of obtaining a characterization seems 
forbidding. Even if such a characterization is obtained, it may be computationally 
difficult to determine if a given (n, m)-tournament is decomposable, or to specify 
a decomposition. For example, with regard to C2, there are efficient algorithms to 
test if a partial order has dimension 2, but, as shown by Yannakakis (1982), it is 
NP-complete to determine if a partial order has dimension at most k for each k_> 3. 
To conclude, we mention other open problems related to the one investigated here. 
The first four of these concern (n,m)-tournaments. We say that w I : Vx V--, {0, 1} 
1 0 ,  1 wl~_~ 1, and 1 = is a weak order if, for all i, j, k ~ V, wii = Wij + wik = [wij = 1 or 
wjk= 1] (negative transitivity). 
1. What must be true of a decomposable (n, m)-tournament so that the linear 
orders in its decomposition are essentially unique? 
2. Given a nondecomposable (n,m)-tournament, determine the maximum 
number of chains (V, w c) so that the sum of the w c is less than or equal to w. This 
number might be referred to as the transitivity degree of the (n, m)-tournament. 
3. Given an (n, m)-tournament, determine the smallest number of partial orders 
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on V (m or more) whose sum equals w. 
4. What must be true of an (n, m)-tournament so that w is the sum of some 
number (m or more) of weak orders on V? Determine the fewest number of weak 
orders that sum to w. 
Our remaining problems refer to what we shall call incomplete (n, m)-tournaments. 
By this we mean a pair (V, w) with V= { 1, 2, ..., n} and w" Vx V~ {0, 1,..., m} such 
that, for all distinct i, j ~ V, wii = 0 and 
wij+ wji<-m. 
An incomplete (n, m)-tournament could arise from the aggregation of m'_> m weak 
orders or partial orders on V. It could also result from an aggregation of m linear 
orders in which some of the data are lost or omitted. 
5. What must be true of an incomplete (n, m)-tournament (V, w) so that there 
exists an (n, m)-tournament (V, w') with w'>__ w that is decomposable? (We want to 
know if there is any way to supplement the incomplete w to obtain a complete and 
decomposable w'.) 
6. What must be true of an incomplete (n, m)-tournament such that w is the sum 
of m weak orders on V? This problem was posed by Harary and McMorris (1982). 
Additional problems arise from the last of these by allowing m'_  m or by re- 
placing weak orders by partial orders. Questions of uniqueness and so forth may 
also be considered for incomplete (n, m)-tournaments. 
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